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In this special Laser Fest session, I was asked to talk about the origins of the 
Lunar Laser Ranging Experiment…and also how evolving technology, and in 
particular the laser, has enabled new science and new measurement capabilities. I 
also tried to address the issue of how this idea (and others) have come about.  I 
have long recognized  that new technological advances are the implementers of 
much of scientific progress. 

• The viewgraphs presented here are all of the ones I had intended to 
show…some of which, however, I did not show as, for once, I talked much slower 
than when I had practiced the presentation.  As a result, I had to quickly skip over 
mentioning our recently published big G experiment—a measurement that I had 
planned to discuss.  This measurement of the Newtonian constant of gravitation 
offers yet another example of using lasers to make a “length measurement.”  In 
this case, a length change of much less than a wavelength of light was measured 
with high precision by using lasers to transform this (otherwise difficult) length 
measurement into the (much easier to work in) frequency domain. This was done 
by beating one laser that was locked to a hanging cavity (whose length could be  
“gravitationally changed”) with another laser that was locked to a cavity whose 
mirrors were fixed at the hanging cavity’s suspension points. 

• In my scientific career I have come to realize that almost everything I have done 
stands on the shoulders of earlier experiments and experiences that I have either 
done or heard about—and that ever evolving technologies (such as lasers) have 
served me well in enhancing the sensitivity of my hands and the quickness of my 
eyes. 







Measurement Capability –

The Enabler of Scientific Progress







Remembered Colloquia

• Wu (Columbia)…Parity Violation
• Weber (Maryland)…Gravity Waves
• R.V. Jones (Aberdeen)…Design of Apparatus
• Bohr (Copenhagen)…
• …
• Javan (MIT)…He-Ne Gas Laser







Dicke group evening meetings

























I believe that this nation should commit itself to achieving the goal, before this 
decade is out, of landing a man on the Moon and returning him safely to the 
Earth. No single space project...will be more exciting, or more impressive to 

mankind, or more important...and none will be so difficult or expensive to 
accomplish...". 

President John F. Kennedy, May 1961









“A month or two in the laboratory will 
save you an hour in the library.”

Experimental Physicist Moto 











In 1963 moved to JILA where I told Peter 
Bender and Jan Hall about my idea for 
lunar laser ranging.







LURE (Lunar Ranging 
Experiment) Team Created



The Lunar Laser Ranging effort was 
proposed as an Apollo experiment in 
1965.







Because of NASA’s interest in 
including a astronaut-undemanding 
and passive experiment in the 
Apollo 11 scientific payload, the 
Lunar Ranging Experiment was 
accepted. 









Apollo 11, July 21,1969



Astronaut Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr. carries the 
lunar seismometer and the laser reflector 
experiments toward a level spot on the 
lunar surface







Lunar Laser Ranging

• Laser pulses are sent from stations on the 
Earth towards the Moon where they hit 
retroreflector arrays and return to the 
Earth. 

• Ranging started in 1969 and continues to 
present























Lunokhod 1, November 1970
[Luna 17]







Lunokhod 2, January 1973
[Luna 21]





The July 1969 placement of the Apollo 11
laser retroreflector initiated a shift from

analyzing lunar position angles to ranges.



JILA G Experiment











Apollo 14 February 5,1971







Apollo 15, July 31, 1971











The Need for (low cost) Aperture













































“More things are known than 
are actually true.”

J. R. Pierce









And what role did the Lick observations 
play…?   They contributed an important 
“existence theorem” that the array was 
working!





Analysis of lunar ranges gives information 
on orbit, gravitational physics, geodesy, 
geophysics and lunar science.

Einstein’s general relativity is confirmed. 
Earth rotation and station positions and 
motions are measured. Lunar tides are 
measured and fluid core is detected. 



Ken Nordtvedt described the LLR as “the 
near-complete relativistic gravity 
experiment.”



Irwin Shapiro once described the Lunar 
Laser Ranging Experiment as NASA’s 
“most cost effective experiment.”



Henry Cavendish, were he alive today,  
would describe the Lunar Laser Ranging 
Experiment by using the same words he 
used in regard to his (1798) “Experiment 
to Determine the Density of the Earth” 
namely, “The apparatus is very simple.”



And were Einstein alive today, he would 
simply say, in spite of its apparent 
simplicity, “The Lunar Laser Ranging 
Experiment is a Thick Board!” 



“I HAVE LITTLE PATIENCE WITH SCIENTISTS WHO TAKE

A BOARD OF WOOD, LOOK FOR ITS THINNEST PART, AND

DRILL A GREAT NUMBER OF HOLES WHERE DRILLING IS EASY.”

ALBERT EINSTEIN
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